LIVE THE MAGIK EVERY DAY!

October Newsletter
Autumn came to the high country in mid-September
and now the trees around Lander and all over the
valley are golden. Our fall weather hasn’t arrived yet as
we are still having temperatures in the 90’s, but it feels
like fall is in the air. Just as we are sending the
newsletter the temperatures have dropped into the
50’s with rain, misty mountains and beautiful coolness.
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the Switchbacks. In the first picture that she took his
right leg was right next to his left one. In this picture he
moved the right leg out and extended it. I thought I
had both pictures, but I guess I didn’t get one of the
first pose.

This tree is like a puzzle. Do you see an old, dead tree
or the amazing beings peering out of the branches?
Find the hidden faces and creatures. Nature is so
amazing.

September brought many changes. We finally got the
rest of our siding for the house and by the time this
newsletter goes out I hope the house will be finished.
My daughter Sarah got some great photos of
elementals while she was here in September. Here is a
gnome king that she captured at a place that we call
Anniversary Rock near Louis Lake at the south end of
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I went to Billings for my second to last check up on
the cancer surgery from 2011. The radiologist
dismissed me and said he will not have to see me
again. I have the final checkup in Billings next May.
The doctor said, “Then you will be a cancer surviver”.
I told her I knew I was a surviver after the surgery was
done.
We spent the night with Linda Thomas on our way to
Billings. Dorian bought another Amethyst geode while
we were there. It will join our crystal family and sit
with the other amethyst geodes that we have.
This is another new addition to our crystal family.
This is a star rose quartz ball that Linda got in Denver
at the gem and crystal show. Here are two different
views.

Napa valley. So far her home is safe. We are going to
spend an evening with Suzanne and her family the day
after the Lazaris event ends and then we will head
home. Linda Thomas is going with us to the Lazaris
Intensive and our friend Donna Ing from Atlanta is
going to join us there. It will be a fun reunion. Our
house sitter, Abbey Burns will be there if you require
to contact us.
St. Germain is continuing the “Personal Growth”
package. Each month you can get the Teachings, Q &
A and a one hour private session with St. Germain to
develop your personal evolution in spirit. The cost will
be $120 per month with a six month commitment
which is a great deal as a one hour private session is
$200 normally. Just imagine spending an hour of
valueable time each month discussing anything about
your growth that you wish with the Master. We have
the good fortune of spending time with him regularly
and it is such an up lifting experience.
NOTICE: Our Q&A for October will be on the
fourth Thursday instead of the fourth Wednesday due
to our trip to California.
Click here for 2015 Personal Growth Package Details
Rainbow Center News
Fall Intensive
Our Fall Intensive “Your Life is Your Mastery” will be
November 14-15 here in Lander. “St. Germain lifts us
higher into the ownership of ourselves. Living present
and aware, rather than wandering in the fog of the
Illusion, we can realize who we truly are and for the
first time in eons live ourselves REAL. Our life is a
Master’s design and we are creators of high art in
conjunction with the God self within. Come and move
through another level of awakening with us.
Experience the beauty of the earth in the foothills of
the Wind River Mountains and the exhilaration of the
wonderful messages that St. Germain brings us. Call or
email Molly for more information.
CDs and mp3s will be available.
Click here for the November Intensive

We are now anticipating our trip to San Francisco to
the Lazaris event there. It will take us right into the
midst of where the most destructive fires have been.
Dorian’s niece Suzanne lives in St. Helena in the

Our group for October is “The Call of the Ancients to
Embrace the Mystery”. We are making quantum leaps
forward into the connection with our ancient self. The
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Old Ones and elementals of nature are moving closer
and whispering to our deepest self of the Truth of all
that we have always been. This is not out there
somewhere, safely at a distance. THIS IS HERE
AND NOW, IN YOUR DEEPEST SELF. Feel the
changes moving within.
The group will be Sunday October 11 at 2 p.m. MT.
Call-ins are welcome.
CD’s can be purchased on the website at
Click Here for 2015 Groups
Our Teaching with the Master for October is “The
Mystical Connection of Remembering”. As you
recognize the changes within yourself you begin to feel
the Magik of who you are more and more. It may
seem small and fleeting, but each remembering brings
the connection closer. You are experiencing your own
personal dawning of the Age of Aquarius and it brings
excitement to your life and the intrigue that draws you
forward, deeper and deeper into the mystical
memories of both past and future. The Teaching is on
the second Wednesday evening of each month at 7
pm MT.
Our call-in for the Teachings is the second
Wednesday evening at 7 pm MST.
If you haven’t had the experience of the Teachings
that St. Germain is offering this year they really help us
to understand what is going on. It just might be worth
your while to check them out. The deep healing
power of the Master is there to experience again and
again as you listen to the awesome wisdom that he
brings. CDs are $15 for each set—Teachings or Q&A.
It is $25 to call in one time or $40 for both sessions
each month. Postage and handling are separate.
To order CD’s or DVD’s
Click Here for 2015 Teachings with the Master

ASTROLOGY
NEW MOON-October 12-13
This is Libra’s month, a time that addresses all of our
relationships. How appropriate is it that this New
Moon lights up the area of our lives where
relationships are discovered, developed and brought
into being. The Sun shines all of the time, whether
seen or not signifying the eternal presence of the
divine. The Moon’s waxing and waning represents the

constantly changing world of form. Every 29.5 days the
Sun and the Moon meet opening a new portal of
possibilities from the deepest self to embrace loves
longing for itself. The New Moon in Libra offers a
more transcendent view of ourselves and others. We
are shown that the greatest teachers are the best
students in their own class. We constantly learn from
and teach everyone that we meet.
Not only are the Sun and Moon in Libra, but the
North Node, Mercury and the asteroid Juno,
highlighting the places where we are currently most
challenged to grow in understanding and acceptance.
Libra teaches us that each relationship—indeed, the
whole world--is a mirror of the multitude of facets of
our own nature, thus helping us to become more
honest, clear, compassionate and whole. What we
cannot stand in another is a reflection of our shadow
self and our better half exists within as well as without.
In looking into ourselves and finding the cause of the
inner war, we can begin a blending that brings greater
peace, love and expression of the divine creativity
within self and for others.
Uranus at 18 degrees 28 minutes Aries closely
opposes Sun and Moon bringing strong motivation to
release old patterns, limiting thought forms and
relationships that suppress the experience of ourself as
a unique individual. As the higher octave of Mercury,
Uranus brings revelatory shifts of consciousness that
give the blinding insight to change our lives forever. In
Aries, Uranus impels us to break free from the
shadow side of Libra: codependent or other-wise onesided relationships where one person is the giver or
fixer, cannot say “NO” and afraid that expressing their
own feelings could jeopardize the relationship. Uranus
remains within 10 degrees of opposition with Juno
until November 29, impressing us to either transform
or terminate relationships that are out of balance and
do not empower all concerned.
Mercury is closely cojoined to the Libra North Node,
underscoring the importance of listening and speaking
from your feelings rather than the intellect. Most
relationships fall apart because of a lack of
communication. It is necessary to provide a climate
where both people can be themselves and closeness is
natural. To disagree is human, to accept that others
can also be right is vital, to realize that we can always
learn something new is the spice of life.
Venus, traditional ruler of Libra is in Virgo squared to
Saturn in Sagittarius putting emphasis on the necessity
to reconsider our values, beliefs and boundaries in
relationships. Saturn reminds us that we always have a
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choice and if we want change then we really have to be
willing to make the changes ourselves. Venus opposes
Neptune at 7 degrees Pisces (exact on October 16)
softening our hearts and helping to surrender our
judgments. We can find deeper meaning and scope to
our creativity, empathy and loving relationships.
People believe that a soulmate is your other half, a
perfect fit and that is what they think they want.
However, a soulmate is the mirror that shows you how
you are holding yourself back, the person who brings
you to your own attention so that you can change your
life.
FULL MOON-October 27
As the Sun and Moon approach the monthly
opposition we become more aware of the tension
between the physical and non-physical worlds as the
veil becomes much thinner at this time. Taurus
symbolizes the Goddess and everything that she has to
offer us. We see what we want and then we doubt.
When we doubt it appears that the things we desire
disappear. At this time the Goddess wants to take us to
the deep places within us and shows us how to birth
the desires and then hold them gently so that they are
not broken or hidden away from our consciousness.
Love reveals and fear distorts our desires.
This is the third SuperMoon in a row and the energy
is building on the planet. The September Full Moon
culminated the visit of Pope Francis to the United
States. His energy and presence has a galvanizing
effect on the world as a whole and the United States
directly. Now the after effects of what was set in
motion call for greater emphasis on applying and living
the many things that the pope called us to consider.
The Full Moon reveals the hidden aspects that have
been secreted in the dark and brings them into the
light. We are shown what we require to see and
transform. Scorpio is the sign that is most concerned
with the shadow and things that we have repressed or
denied. We are being confronted with trust issues,
black and white thinking and our addictions to drama.
We all have Scorpio and an eighth house in our chart
which along with the placement of Pluto delineates
where we wrestle with our demons and desires, as well
as engage in the alchemical process of transmuting the
lead of pain and suffering into the gold of wisdom and
compassion.
We also have Venus, a second house and Taurus
somewhere in our chart, describing how and where we

are developing a healthy relationship to the physical
plane. The shadow side of Taurus falls on the
emphasis of too much or too little resources, security
or personal value.
Venus is the traditional ruler of Taurus and Libra and
it is in close opposition with Chiron in Pisces,
suggesting that it is time to resolve the struggle to love
and value ourselves. There is no requirement to justify
our actions to anyone, but ourself and we do not have
to prove our worthiness. We have been taught that
acceptance comes from pleasing others, however, if
the one you seek to please is invested in dissatisfaction
there is no positive outcome.
Venus and Mars form three conjunctions this year
(February 21 at 2 degrees Aries, August 31 at 15
degrees Leo and November 2 at 24 degrees Virgo)
and remain within 10 degrees of each other for three
months, from August 22 to November 22,
encouraging a deeper balance between the divine
masculine and feminine. This year Venus also forms
three conjunctions with Jupiter ( July 1 at 22 degrees
Leo,
August 4 at 29 degrees Leo and October 25 at 16
degrees Virgo), they remain within 10 degrees of each
other from June 14 to August 16, and again from
October 12 to November 6, opening our senses to
greater appreciation of pleasure and love and
expanding the potential for increased financial gain.
Venus contact with Jupiter inspires romance, creativity
and encourages generosity. It can also trigger overoptimism and overspending.
Several quincunxes this Full Moon direct our attention
to details that might be overlooked and a willingness to
think outside of the box. The Moon is quincunx
Saturn (14 degrees Taurus-Sagittarius), Venus is
quincunx Uranus (17 degrees Virgo-Aries), and Jupiter
is quincunx Uranus (exact on November 5 at 18
degrees Virgo-Aries).
This Full Moon reminds us of the message of the
wonderful song, “It is better to light just one little
candle than to stumble in the dark.” You are the light
and the essence that you carry has never been small.
Shine! Shine!
Molly is a professional astrologer and does personal
charts, solar returns and couples or relationship charts.
Contact her at 307 335-8113 or
mollyrowland22@gmail.com

QUOTES FOR THE MONTH from St. Germain
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Dream your greatest and brightest dream. Share it
with the Goddess and allow her to be a co-creator in
its outcome. She will bring the divinely appropriate
beings and ideas to fulfill the desires of your heart.
Live your dreams fully.
You are the designer of the blueprint of your
becoming. You have held the map of your returning
to the light since the beginning of time. Synchronicity
will show you how the design is unfolding.
Impatience will blind your eyes from seeing what is
there. It is for you to hold true to your course and
forgive the pull of separation that still seeks to divert
you from the highest and best rewards.
Venus, Jupiter and Chiron (beauty, opulence and
transcendence) open a gateway to the within. Step
through, embrace and be embraced by the Goddess.
Contemplate the sharing of yourself and your
abundance. Sharing is not giving away to emptiness,
but a demonstration of implicit faith in the plenty of
the Universe, which blesses both giver and receiver
1,000 fold.
The changes that are happening are bringing feelings
of recognition of all aspects of self. There may be a
sense of being split in two; two separate parts of self.
They are really one and have appeared to be separate
in Illusion. Allow the two to come together without
force or planning. Let the aspects of you be drawn
into oneness by Spirit. You are truly whole.
Experience your ever growing Oneness. Feel how
alive you are as you remember!
ST. GERMAIN’S MESSAGE

Beloved Masters, The Goddess is emerging—wild and
free, untamed by the judgments of the patriarchal
society, beautifully unmarred by time spent in the
dungeons of “sin and guilt”. She arises, smiles and
bestows her blessings on all: WOMAN in her truth
and wonder. She does not cower or lower her eyes in
humiliation. She stands tall and proud, strong in her
compassion for all. She is the Divine counterpart of
God/man. She is the royal Priestess with dominion
over nature. She relishes the depths of Love in which
she walks, they fill her up and give her true strength.
She arises in woman, not as a warrior to destroy, but as
a healer to mend. She rises up in men to bind them
where they have been torn apart by the lies of Illusion.
She brings the royal couple in each being into the
marriage of holiness and lifts the eyes to see the glory
rather, than focusing on the EGO mind studying the
fatal flaws of distortion caused by the left brain
attempting to hold sway alone. She lifts the fallen and
presents each Soul to themselves. As She steps
forward, even the Pope made a mass to the Holy
Mother rather than to Jesus alone.
The Church would still only pay lip service to women
and say that the priests have no requirement to attend
to the edicts of the Vatican, but Goddess will not be
stopped by platitudes. The Divine feminine presents a
balance that has not existed in eons of time, yet it is an
imperative for the changes that are now occurring.
The patriarchy can continue to disdain the feminine,
but they will feel the discomfort of the imbalance
within more and more as the energies of evolution call
for peace and harmony (words that are spoken, but
not yet understood). Wars have been held in high
regard by the mind directed by separation from Love.
Now, suddenly, the destructive games of conflict are
revealing themselves for what they are; deadly.
Children have been forced into the arena long before
they are physically mature, being told that the games
prove they are good warriors and the damage of
conflict remains with them for the rest of their lives.
Men will reenact battle on a playing field for large
sums of money, only to find that no amount of money
can return their health and well-being as memory and
physical abilities slip away. WAR IS NOT A VIDEO
GAME; people really die!
The divine feminine is touching the hearts and souls
of the toughest fighters and some find that they are so
tired of the fight that they are stepping away from the
battle. The word sacrifice means strength, not
impoverishment and weakness. The Goddess seeks to
bring a deep understanding of equality. Being equal
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does not take anything away, but it adds much to the
common good. Woman and man standing equal
means new insights into greater creation rather than
conflict over who is better, stronger or smarter. Since
money is a symbol of the currency flow of God,
equality removes the judgment that one gender is less
than the other, that any race has supremacy, that status
decides who is worthy or not or that money is more
powerful that Love.
Relationships have been based on many things that
have had little if anything to do with how love and
marriage have been presented. The Goddess calls
forth a clarity of what is truly desired and opens the
paths of communication so that people will be clear
before they rush into a romantic fairy tale, only to find
that “the land far, far away” can never be reached. No
longer will men who have no experience of true
relationship tell others what they can and cannot do
with a partner or who that partner may be. Heart felt
caring dissolves the rage of not belonging for everyone.
Superiority used to prove worth will fade into the
clouds of the Illusions passing. The Goddess touches
the heart and soul with the remembering of who you
are and always have been, even though the Illusion
closed the heart and put the mind on a pedestal.
Knowing isn’t memory work. It isn’t just intellectual
knowledge of what is written in books or spoken by
scholars. Knowing is a deep resonance within self that
awakens truth and returns you to the reality of all that
God created.
The word virgin means “pure of heart”. It meaning
has been changed to be a lack of carnal knowledge,
but that was not the original definition. The Goddess
is a true virgin and whether she is rising up in man or
woman her intensions are of highest good. She need
not fight off those who have abused truth. She simply
shines her light into the darkness of the wounds of
separation and the healing lifts the spirit to overcome
what has been.
Rise up Oh people and stand tall in the robes of light.
There is no battle over righteousness. Opinions fall
like dead leaves to the ground as each soul
acknowledges within who it is and feels the greatness
of all. Each Master holds the clear understanding of
At-One-ment and recognizes in the reflections of
others the glory of I AM that I AM. The Goddess
seeks to bring all religions to council to discover their
strengths and weaknesses so that there can be mutual
respect and trust for all. Each and every religion has a
special message to share with the whole. Up to now
there has been a belief the only truth belongs to one
particular religion and that truth is held secret because

if everyone found what it is there could be no more
control. God has never sought to prevent humanity
from the Truth . It has been so long since humanity
has allowed God to be close; the sense of
abandonment has been too strong and the Illusion has
encouraged mistrust, but the sacred Truth awaits each
Soul within themselves.
Some might say, “I have not invited the Goddess to
come”. I say that the fact of your presence on the
planet at this time is your signature of acceptance of
the revolutionary evolution that is occurring.
We are excited! We are jubilant! We have walked
with you through all of the limits of Illusion knowing
that when it was time the Illusion would collapse and
Revelation would bring clarity. There has been so
much that could not be revealed because it was not
time. This was not our judgment, but how the creation
was designed. The necessity that each one would
come to a place where you would discover the truth
for yourself is being fulfilled now. Still no one outside
of you can tell you exactly how the truth will appear to
you or what it will look like when it does. We can
assure you that the truth is not founded on war, but on
deep peacefulness. The Illusion has created heavy
veils of hatred and mistrust. The warriors cannot set
down their weapons for fear that “the other side would
win”. There will be no victory in Revelation through
battle. If battle would have brought truth things would
have gone in a different direction long ago.
Divine feminine has not come to conquer man. That
would simply be the same challenges that history has
shown over and over. The Goddess has come to
awaken in man his best self and to stand in joyful
recognition of what they can create together. We do
not speak of one man and one woman above all
others, but the divine couple in each Master and the
acknowledgement of the co-creation with God that was
granted from the beginning. You are Love, loving and
beloved. Feel it within rather than looking for
someone outside of you to validate you. The more
you allow the Goddess to show you the path to inner
wisdom the more you will see/feel the amazing
awareness of your connection to the whole. Nothing is
lost nor does it ever die, it simply changes form. You
are the New Humans, divine Masters to inherit the
New Earth right here, right NOW!
As you find the Love within you will realize that the
depression and heaviness of what you have believed
you are will fall away and you will experience
enlightenment, both physically and spiritually.
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Dearest and most Beloved, everywhere on this earth,
you are now experiencing the changes that are bringing
you home. Much of it will not be as the mind has
interpreted because the mind was created in Illusion,
rather than spirit. The EGO always defines by
smallness rather than the grandeur of your original
self. The wars of Revelation are being fought because
of the misinterpretation of words. Intuition is clear,
but as it has been processed through the filter of EGO
mind there have been distortions. When you feel into
yourself to decide how the messages of spirit affect you
remember that God does not deliver messages of
destruction or death. God holds pure intensions of the
highest good of each and every part of the creation.
God is neither male nor female, but a blending of the
polarities creating magnetic attraction called Love that
binds everything together. Without Love the planets
would fly from their orbits and there would be no
cohesive essence to keep the cells of your bodies
intact. Love is a name for divine creation. It
encompasses everything. The word love has become
just another definition of a battle ground, but the
frequency of war collapses in the essence of Love.

Linda Thomas is the Woman of Crystals. Eternal Ice
is her treasure trove of crystals and jewelry. Linda has
so many beautiful stones that when you see them you
will want them all.
You can contact her at:

(307) 754-4396
www.eternal-ice.com
eternalice@bresnan.net

And so it is, Beloved Masters that we truly desire that
the awakening be gentle and easy, that you can rest in
the flow of Love that the Goddess pours out upon
you. In the greatest of Love we are with you. I remain
your most humble servant. I AM the Lord St.
Germain.

ADS
Jessica Robinson is a massage therapist with training in
Swedish, Deep Tissue, Reflexology, Aroma-therapy
with doTERRA oils and Thai “Yoga” Massage.
Jessica’s business is Sacred Space Yoga and Massage
307 349-4986, www.mysoterra.com/sacredspace

Linda Lube is an amazing artist who creates textile
painting, as with our beautiful valance above which
says, “Living Well is a Sacred Art”. She has wonderful
paintings and she paints shoes. I have a very fun pair
of shoes that she painted for my Hawaii trip.
Hand painted shoes, boots, purses, scarves and shawls
Fabric message scrolls (wall hangings) cotton or silk
Email Linda and she can email examples

You can reach her at www.lindalube.com,
lindalube@gmail.com or 828 777-8540.

HIGH VOLTAGE NATURE
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Karen Singer photographs beautiful nature photos and
creates digital transformations as Prints, Posters, TShirts, Calendars and Greeting Cards that assists and
inspires to powerfully re-connect with our own nature
and the beautiful Earth we are so blessed to live on.
Karen also creates custom, one of a kind wire
wrapped jewelry that weaves and amplifies energies of
Light and Love, your own personal Angels and
Masters (if desired & with permission) into each piece
or similarly with individual crystals.
Email: highvoltagenature@gmail.com

Kimberly Rae Hansen
Digital Artistry
Kim does computer generated fractal art. We
have one of Kim’s pictures and it is most amazing.
Do check out her website!
www.kimberlyraehansen.com
Maia Rose does sacral cranial work and massage, as
well as other therapies. She is located in the Rainbow
Center, 177 N. 4th St. in Lander. For appointments
call 307 345-3262.

Annalaiya is an iridologist and flower essence
practitioner and natural healer, who has a background
in chiropractic medicine. She can assist in physical,
emotional and spiritual healing through the music
table, color box, nutritional counseling and many
other offerings. Wholistic Options, 214 Main in
Lander is open by appointment.
Call 307 332-9882 for appointments and information.

Nancy Wadda is an acupuncturist with over three
years of training. She is trained in the FIVE
SEASONS technique and has an amazing intuition in
her work. She is located in the Rainbow Center, 177
N. 4th St. in Lander. You can reach her for
appointments at 307 438-6203.
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“The Pot Of Gold” is a monthly publication
created by Molly Rowland. Graphics by Dorian
Zumwalt. If you would like to advertise in “The
Pot of Gold” ads are $10 per month for up to six
lines and $2 per line after that. Contact us:
mollyrowland22@gmail or 307-335-8113.
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